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SERVICE CLASSIFICATION NO. 2 (Continued) 
 
 
D. Closed Facility Charges: 
 
The charges associated with the closed facilities presented below are applicable to those customers having such facilities 
in service.  Facility charges represent the procurement, installation, operation and maintenance of each facility.  The 
charge for facility service during each billing cycle shall be one-twelfth (1/12) of the applicable annual amounts set forth 
herein as of the first day of such billing cycle.  Additional charges or credits are provided for in the applicable sections of 
this service classification.   
 

1. Lamp/Luminaire Charge: 
The annual lamp/luminaire charge per unit, without volumetric charges and adjustments, are presented below in 
Table 11.  The lamp is the source of light output, also referred to as the bulb.  A luminaire is the assembly 
consisting of the lamp, photocontrol, ballast, reflector, lens(es) and various electrical components from which 
the light is emitted.  Lamp/Luminaire combinations are billed as such because of their unique lamp or luminaire 
requirements.  Lamp/Luminaire charges are determined by lamp type and size (watts) and luminaire type. 

   
Table 11 - Lamp/Luminaire Charge 
 

Annual Lamp/Luminaire Charge, per unit  
 

Lamp Type  Lamp Size (Watts) Luminaire Type         Annual Charge ($) 
Mercury Vapor   100  Open Reflector       80.98 
    700  Standard Luminaire    190.33 
High Pressure Sodium  1000  High-Mast (6 unit)                 940.68 
 

2. Lamp Charge: 
 The annual lamp charge per unit, without volumetric charges and adjustments, are presented below in Table 12.  

The lamp is the source of light output, also referred to as the bulb.  The lamp charges are determined by lamp 
type and size. 

 
Table 12 - Lamp Charge 
 

Annual Lamp Charge, per unit ($) 
Lamp Type       Lamp Size (Watts) 
     70             100            150             175             250              400              1000 
Mercury Vapor (MV)   -----   5.52        -----            5.42   -----        6.21               9.11 
Mercury Vapor (MV), 5-lamp unit               -----    -----        -----             -----       190.87        -----               ----- 
High Pressure Sodium (HPS)               -----    -----        -----             -----   -----        -----              13.07 
Metal Halide (MH)                -----    -----        -----             -----   -----        -----              50.34 
 

3. Luminaire Charge: 
 The annual luminaire charges per unit are presented below in Table 13.  A luminaire is the assembly consisting 

of the lamp, photocontrol, ballast, reflector, lens(es) and various electrical components from which the light is 
emitted.  Luminaire charges are determined by luminaire type and lamp size (watts). 
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